The Dubbie Shunt

All that’s happening in our modelling lives

Part 1

No 8 On the “Dubbie Shunt”
Why the Dubbie Shunt? –The Dubbie Shunt was a small yard which served the
Frances Colliery near Dysart in Fife. It dealt with mainly coal trains coming and
going all hours, not hugely important really, although typical of its type, but with
constant toing and throwing between BR and NCB locomotives. I hope the
“Shunt” will be the place for an exchange of ideas that will help us all towards
good home layouts. I intend to have 4 “Shunts” per year and therefor it will act
as a quarterly and would like everyone to consider contributing to it over time.
This is the first and there may be an occasional special depending on what we
are doing as I have a lot of material which may be useful to everyone.

Scotts Road, Fife

WPR No. 14 at Scotts Road

For some time now I have been aware of the fact that there was a hope by many
of our East Group members that they may be able to start building home layouts
and not just be concentrating on building Burntisland, exciting though that may
be. So the thought came that maybe we could form a group, not too formal, of
people who would go ahead and start building new layouts for themselves at
home. Perhaps all they needed was a little encouragement and help through their
difficult moments. Originally I thought that maybe there might be about half a
dozen but, as it turns out, there are about double that number, including some
West Group members.

Our first meeting (between Christmas and New Year), and I am sorry there are no
photographs, proved to be worthwhile with everyone bringing their ideas of what
they may like to construct and spending about fifteen minutes describing what
each wanted to build. As we go on over the year I hope to feature each person’s
selection including their sketches, maps, photographs etc. Everyone had a chance
to do this except for myself so I thought I would take the opportunity here to do
just that for my own plan and start the train rolling as it were. So here is my
future layout featuring the Wemyss Private Railway System at Scotts Road near
Wemyss Castle Station on the Buckhaven line in Fife.

Signal box and water tank

Scotts Road was the Wemyss Private Railway’s main exchange sidings
between two of the National Coal Board’s Pits and the main line down
to the docks and other parts of the system. The photograph above
shows the watering facilities at Scotts Road. On the right is the line
coming up from the Michael Colliery and curving and climbing away to
the left is the main line of the Wemyss system. Hidden beyond the
torpedo tanks is the System’s wagon works and shed seen below.

Engine shed and works

Why Scotts Road? Well it is a place where there was almost constant
movement. Model Railways at exhibitions require near constant
movement. I had not seen many layouts where the yard working was
what the layout was all about with constant comings and goings
between the Wemyss system and the NCB system. It also would allow
me to add a third company at a later date, that being BR, as the
Buckhaven Branch also ran parallel just to the north of the site parallel
to the Wemyss main line. The model would be set in the late 50’s/60’s.
Being a colliery line also means that there are some very quirky
wagons and locomotives to build. I have long and happy memories of
being at school watching the workings of the line, particularly on the
boundary of the cricket pitch. The red/chocolate colours of the
locomotives are interesting especially when mixed with NCB Green
with the brake vans being in a milk chocolate colour and the wagons in
NCB livery. The following is just a taster and more will be coming up in
the months ahead.

Ex-Midland brake van

I forgot to take photographs on our first meeting, however the second
meeting (Feb) had everyone bringing either a loco which they intended
building or, one which they had built already, James Batchelor brought along
the 14xx class and ran it up and down on the test track as did Chris Gough
who brought along his M7 tank locomotive, both showed that the builders
showed promise in this area as the chassis performed well. Neither body had
been finished but detailing was well under way in each case. The upper
photograph shows everyone sitting around the table with the test track and a
number of locomotives laid out ready for testing.

So what was the test? The test was to see who could pick out the different types of
compensation/springing just by watching the movement of different locomotives. A
wide range of different locomotives, built by using a range of techniques paraded up
and down twice, once at slow speed and once at high speed.
The result I hope, was interesting – it turned out to be very difficult to tell – the
winner was Chris who candidly admitted that most of his were guesses and like
everyone else found it difficult to tell. The point being that no matter which form of
engineering is used, the outcome shows little difference in performance providing
the technique is carried out correctly. We will all be building locomotives at some
time and those who brought kits along discussed what they may still require and the
plan was to get whatever is required to build the locomotives. We also looked at
Comet chassis as an entry level for chassis construction and what may be involved
when considering more complex or highly detailed ones. Although I had a number of
kits standing by it was not possible to look at them as time ran out on us.
Scalefour North coming up - this might be an excellent time to get what is still
required. A session making jigs is next on the cards for those wanting to make locos a
priority.

This group look a bit unsure .

These guys think they have it right!

There were a few items under way as can be seen on the
left and much discussion around the various ways to
compensate or spring. Springy beams also came up but,
there was only one example. (David Orr is thinking about
going down that route.) Our next meeting on locomotive
construction will focus on building a number of useful jigs.
We will also look at baseboard structures and ideas over
the next couple of meetings.

Unfortunately Charlie Davidson was
unable to be at the locomotive trials
but, was able to come along to the
Glasgow show and help me on
Dubbieside. Here he is assembling a
train on the rear mainline storage tracks.
The loco was one of two which he has
commissioned for his new colliery line.
The locomotives are two ex-Caledonian
engines and they are, for the moment,
still in brass, which has a beauty of its
own. They each had a trial run and
performed well once the track had time
to settle. A picture of Charlie’s total
concentration and below a picture of
real satisfaction when the locomotive
completed its first circuit! Both engines
had a good turn around the circuit.

The Third meeting (March) was at Chris Gogh’s and what a pleasure that
was for those who attended. Some came up to Pitlessie on the Friday
including David Orr, Dave Goodwillie and myself. Accompanying David
Orr were Alasdair Taylor and Ian Terrel who had come along to help set
up and I believe Jim Summers had also given Chris a hand in the
morning.
On the Monday James, Dave and I as well as Phil, Bruce and new
member Douglas Benton who made himself known at Glasgow. Chris’s
two dogs made a warm welcome for everyone and Chris’s home made
soup was also very welcoming. Thanks Chris for making us feel at home
and having such a relaxing time working a very interesting new layout.

The two Davids learn bell codes as Alasdair Taylor looks on above in relaxed mode

David Orr blocks back as I bring a locomotive to a halt at the home signal, Ian replies
to allow the next move into the sidings.

Dave dictates traffic as Chris looks on in relaxed mood enjoying the running session

Running rights were given to several locomotives – just for the fun of it as Chris’s is
faithfully reproducing one of the Southern Lines. So on record we have, on the left
Alasdair’s K3 and below it his J36 On the right upper we have Dave’s EE class 3 and
below the ex-LMS 10000 away from its normal train and companion locomotive
10001. I have tried to keep a record of locomotives which have worked over the years
on Dubbieside and it is good to look back now and see them all.

Some of the visual delights of Chris’s
layout hinted at in the above
photographs.

Phil and self

James and Bruce

Chris chats to new boy Douglas Benton

Dave and Phil

Officially the third meeting was on the
Monday of the second weekend of
March at Chris Gough’s house in
Pitlessie. The idea was to give
everyone a good chance to see what
Chris has been up to since he was
invited down to Scalefourum by
organiser and all round good guy Terry

Bendall who had been reading Chris’s blog and invited him to bring along his infant
layout. Much has been achieved since then, Chris having made great strides over two
years. The block bells were very much appreciated and the “play value” much
appreciated by everyone who operated on the day. Chris’s blog can be found at –
http://www.scalefour.org/forum/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=3774 enjoy!

And the loco at the head of the “Dubbie Shunt”? Well this photograph taken by
Pete Westwater is my all time favourite engine which I saw most days on the branch
line where I lived in Leven. No.64616 an ex-NBR class S (LNER J37) worked goods
and coal trains around the Thornton area and would be considered as common as
muck as the saying goes, but she was my favourite and much preferred to the
Pacifics and V2’s that would parade up and down the main line.
The fact that she had a “singing” number was maybe the key to a young loco
spotter. I did have another favourite called “The Pirate” ex-NBR class J (LNER D30),
which would work the afternoon train from Anstruther to Glasgow, I stood in the
cab on many occasions as the fireman set alight to old newspapers passed on from
Margaret in the bookstall at Leven, however 64616 has been photographed here
propelling wagons down to the Francis Colliery over the Dysart Road Crossing as
part of its duties at the “Dubbie Shunt”.
I have models of both locomotives which will eventually be seen working the
Buckhaven Branch alongside Scotts Road, something they both must have done
hundreds of times.

What’s next?

To whet the appetite a little - above is one of three Barclay locomotives I am building
for Scotts Road. For those of you who fancy having a look at the Scalefour Society
Fourum to find the article I have done there on building locomotive Chassis which
shows the making of jigs and what is involved in their creation look at the Starters
section and you will find it under the West of Scotland 4mm Group’s “Build a loco”
parts 1,2 and 3. If you have not looked at the Fourum, perhaps you are not a
member, it is full of useful tips and blogs – including Chris’s. I intend starting a blog
on the new layout and would encourage you all to do this, if you have the time. It
will make you get on with things as you will find you will get a lot of encouragement
from others who use the site as well as help with things you are working on – there
is a lot of experience out there and help freely given.
To join in the fourum you have to be an S4 member and apply to join, once you have
been given a login number you can write as well as look. I fully recommend it.
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